
EXERCISES FOR TEACHERS

S1 - TOWER OF STRENGTHS
My strengths form a powerful combination

THE AIM

This exercise is presenting and teaching students what different character strengths
are existing. It helps to realize that we all have different combination of strengths.
We are not similar, but unique with our own personality. One strength is not any
better than the other, those are all needed. We can emphasize this by using similar
size blocks for representing different strengths, then the height and size of tower is
not dependent on what strengths we have.

This exercise helps your students to recognize their own character strengths, and
the strengths of the others. It is empowering for students to notice what strengths
the others are seeing them to have. The exercise will develop students’
self-knowledge, self-esteem and self-confidence. In addition, it is training their sense
of equality, to appreciate others and to understand the value of different characters.
They can also discuss which character strengths might be most useful in certain
tasks and jobs.

It is important for students, and for their teacher, to know what strengths they have.
In positive and student-centered pedagogy we try to confirm and utilize individual
strengths for learning and individual development.
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STEP 1

PREPARATIONS

a) Decide if you want to use small set of 11 character-strengths or a wider set of 16
character-strengths. Usually small set is well enough for young students.

b) Download at least two sets of the list of character strengths (in the end of this
exercise and in downloadable materials in this learning package)

c) Prepare at least two sets of similar size blocks (wooden blocks, empty match-boxer
covered with paper, stones or anything you might easily get and are potential
material for tower building). In one set there needs to be one block for each
strength.

d) Cut and stick – or write – one strength to each bloc, so finally you will have two
similar sets of either 11 or 16 strengths , meaning 22 or 32 blocks.

e) The exercise will be done in pairs or in small groups. The number of sets you
would need depends on how many pairs or groups you are going to form. Each
pair/group would need two sets of blocks

f) You can make the blocks ready or rather let your students to prepare them. When
making blocks by themselves they will learn the strengths easier, as it is stimulating
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also visual and kinesthetic/tactile learners (read more about learning styles from
our “Student-centered education” -learning package)

STEP 2

Divide your students to pairs or small groups. Give two sets of strength blocks for
each pair.

STEP 3

This step familiarizes students to different strengths and they will start to think what
strengths they might themselves have

a) In pairs, both students use their own
set of blocks, and start to independently build
their own Tower-of-Strengths by picking up all
strength-blocks they think that best describe
themselves. The idea is to build as high tower
as possible without it falling down.

In the end they can compare the towers, and to
discuss which strengths they thought that they
have.

b) Similarly, in small groups, students
can build the tower one by one and tell others
which strengths they picked up and measure
the hight of the tower.

In the end they can compare the hights of their
towers, and differences is their strengths.
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STEP 4

This step helps students to find new strengths from themselves and recognize the
strengths of others.

a) In pairs, first the other pair picks up all the strengths he/she thinks he/she has,
and builds his/her character strength tower from her/his set of blocks. Then the
other pair is using her/his own set of blocks and picks up all the strengths she/he
thinks that the other one has and build her/his pairs Tower-of-Strengths.

b) Ask them to compare their own tower and the tower their pair built for them.
What is different? What strengths the pair thought they have? Did they new that
they have all those strengths?

The pair can explain her/his views!

c) After that, change the roles so that everybody can get the opinion of others, too.

This is easy, and very fruitful, to do in small groups. The Tower of Strengths is built
by the group for each group member in turn. It will bring up many happy surprises of
strengths students didn’t new they have!

STEP 5

You can make many new variations, according to the level of your students, for
example:

a) Divide your students into small groups. Ask them to make a Tower-of-Strength to
some important person they all are admiring, and discuss how different character
strengths have effected on his/her career and position. Why the person has
succeeded so well?

Discuss with the whole class about the results of each groups.

b) Divide your students into small groups. Ask the students to think about different
careers and build Tower-of-Strength describing the most needed strengths in
some profession, they are interested in. What career could be most suitable for
them?

In the end discuss with the whole class about the results.
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c) Divide your students into small groups. Ask them to discuss about their own
career goals and what strengths might be useful and most needed. If they think
that they are lacking some needed character strengths, how to improve those
strengths.

In the end discuss with the whole class about the results and how to improve
different character strengths.

EXTRA TIP FOR TEACHER!

� You can continue from easy tower-building to more advanced discussion with
student about what strengths are needed for certain tasks

� What kind of person might be very good in different professions (such as teacher,
president, fire-man, house-keeper, tailor, bus-driver….)

� What kind of strengths would be useful e.g. in different roles in group-working
tasks (such as curiosity, creativity, perseverance, leadership…). Whose strengths
would be needed when the group goes e.g. hiking in the nature? Whose
strengths are needed when the group starts to prepare a theatre play for school
parties?

Try to use examples where everybody’s strengths are evenhanded needed!


